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220A: A CHINESE WHITE-GLAZED PORCELAIN JAR MARKED KANG XI

USD 2,300 - 2,800

The vase has a globular shoulder holding to a cylindrical neck with a flared rim. The vase is with a wooden stand and of white
glaze.Provenance : Private collection from Mr.TakeuchiDiam.13.1cm, Height:8.7cm,

221: A CHINESE DOUCAI PORCELAIN INTERLOCK BRANCHES DISH

USD 1,000 - 1,500

The dish is of shallow form with rounded sides, the interior painted with flowering foliage.Diam.13cm, Height:2.8cm,

222: A CHINESE FAMILLE ROSE PORCELAIN POENY BOWL MARKED KANG

USD 800 - 1,000

The bowl has deep sides that flare towards the rim and are decorated poenies, with a ring foot.Diam.11.1cm, Height:5.9cm,

223: A CHINESE LUJUN-TYPLE PORCELAIN CAMEL BRUSH POT

USD 2,300 - 2,800

The brush rest is made in the shape of a camel. In a turquoise ground, with a network of 'iron' crackle.Provenance : Private collection
from Mr.TakeuchiLength:15cm, Width:5.1cm, Height7.8cm,

224: A CHINESE RED-GLAZED PORCELAIN HUI PATTERN BOX AND

USD 1,300 - 1,800

The box is of circular shape in red glaze, it is decorated with hui wen patterns.Provenance : Private collection from
Mr.TakeuchiDiam.12cm, Height:5.1cm,

225: A CHINESE BLUE AND WHITE PORCELAIN INTERLOCK BRANCHES

USD 2,300 - 2,800

The vase is potted with two parts, each decorated with dense meandering peaches pattern, divided by a waisted neck. The bottom
and the neck decorated with petal lappets.Provenance : Private collection from Mr.TakeuchiLength:16.2cm, Height:17.5cm,

226: A CHINESE BLUE AND WHITE PORCELAIN LONGEVITY DISH

USD 2,300 - 2,800

The dish is of shallow form with rounded sides, the interior painted with children holding lingzhi fungus, standing for
longevity.Diam.17.5cm, Height:2.5cm,

227: A LIGHT CELADON-GLAZED PORCELAIN EIGHT TREASURE

USD 1,000 - 1,500

The two sides are decorated with a central stylised flowerhead with radiating stylised branches supporting ruyi heads. The bulbous
metal-mounted neck is decorated with eight treasure motifs.Provenance : Private collection from Mr.TakeuchiLength:37.2cm,
Width:23.5cm, Height:51.8cm,
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228: A CHINESE PORCELAIN WASHER MARKED YONG ZHENG

USD 1,000 - 1,500

The vase is well potted with a low-shouldered body rising to a neck flaring at the mouth rim.Height:6.4cm, Diam.13.8cm,

229: A CHINESE DOUCAI PORCELAIN POENY DISH MARKED YONG ZHENG

USD 1,300 - 1,800

With moulded fluted sides, the dish decorated by a band of peonies, and further flowers. It comes with an original box.Diam.26.2cm,
Height:4.8cm,

230: A CHINESE WHITE-GLAZED PORCELAIN VASE

USD 2,300 - 2,800

The elegantly potted vase of high-shouldered form with a single raised rib at the base of the slender, slightly waisted neck, the sides
decorated in white glaze.Diam.15.9cm, Height:30.9cm,

231: A SET OF CHINESE DING-TYPE WHITE-GLAZED CENSER AND

USD 2,300 - 2,800

In the shape of an olive, the censer has a stem leg and a fared foot and the cover is of hollow form.6.6cm, 11.3cm, 9cm, 9.4cm,
9.8cm, 9cm,

232: A CHINESE BLUE-GLAZED PORCELAIN VASE MARKED QIAN LONG

USD 1,000 - 1,500

The vase has a globular shoulder holding to a cylindrical neck with a flared rim. The vase is with a blue glaze.Provenance : Private
collection from Mr.TakeuchiDiam.8.1cm, Height:9.8cm,

233: A CHINESE COPPER-RED-GLAZED PORCELIAN EIGHT IMMORTALS

USD 1,000 - 1,500

The vase is of elongated, tapering cylindrical form with a waisted neck and is decorated with a continuous scene of eight
immortals.Provenance : Private collection from Mr.TakeuchiDiam.4.6cm, Height:11.4cm,

234: A CHINESE FAMILLE ROSE PORCELAIN PLUM BLOSSOM VASE,MEI

USD 2,000 - 2,500

The vase is densely decorated with plum blossoms. The vase is superbly potted with rounded shoulders supporting a waisted neck
and tapering down to a broad base.Provenance : Private collection from Mr.TakeuchiDiam.19.3cm, Height:32.7cm,

235: A CHINESE CIZHOU-TYPE PORCELAIN CHILDREN VASE

USD 1,000 - 1,500

The globular body raised on a ring foot and encircled by bands of childrenï¼Œwith a waisted neck and everted mouth with galleried
rim.Diam.22.9cm, Height:43.3cm,
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236: A CHINESE WUCAI PORCELAIN FLOWER AND BIRD VASE

USD 1,300 - 1,800

The vase is superbly potted with rounded shoulders supporting a waisted neck and tapering down to a broad base.It is painted with
flowers and birds.Length:20.4cm, Width:15.1cm, Height:29.9cm,

237: A CHINESE BLUE AND WHITE PORCELAIN STORY BRUSH POT

USD 1,300 - 1,800

The brush pot is of elongated, tapering cylindrical form painted with a continuous scene of people in the yard.Diam.20cm,
Height:21cm,

238: A CHINESE LONG QUAN GUAN-TYPE PORCELAIN VASE AND STAND.

USD 1,500 - 2,000

The vase is superbly potted with sloping shoulders supporting a waisted neck and tapering down to a broad base.Provenance :
Private collection from Mr.TakeuchiDiam.12.1cm, Height:13.5cm

239: A CHINESE BLUE AND WHITE PORCELAIN INTERLOCK BRANCHES

USD 1,500 - 2,000

Painted to each side in cobalt blue tones with interlock branches on the body, the the rim painted with petal lappets.Length:23.5cm,
Width:16.5cm, Height:30.8cm,

240: A CHINESE LIGHT BLUE-GLAZED PORCELAIN RUYI VASE, ZUN

USD 2,500 - 3,000

The vase is superbly potted with rounded shoulders supporting a waisted neck and tapering down to a broad base and is in a light
blue glaze.Diam.10.7cm, Height:21.4cm,

241: A CHINESE CELADON-GLAZED PORCELAIN VASE MARKED QIAN

USD 2,300 - 2,800

The elegantly potted vase of high-shouldered form with a single raised rib at the base of the slender, slightly waisted
neck.Diam.10.9cm, Height:20cm,

242: A CHINESE RED-GLAZED PORCELAIN VASE MEIPING MARKED QIAN

USD 2,300 - 2,800

The vase is superbly potted with rounded shoulders supporting a waisted neck and tapering down to a broad base and is in a red
glaze.Diam.14.4cm, Height:22.4cm,

243: A CHINESE FAMILLE ROSE PORCELAIN INTERLOCK BRANCHES

USD 1,300 - 1,800

The vase is superbly potted with a globular body rising to a cylindrical neck supported on a countersunk base, delicately painted in
cobalt of tones with an elaborate meandering lotus scroll on the neck and body.The center of the body painted with mountains in a
circular liner.Diam.21cm, Height:35cm,
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244: A CHINESE YELLOW- GLAZED PORCELAIN BOWL MARKED CHENG

USD 2,300 - 2,800

The bowl has deep sides that flare towards the rim and with a ring foot an in a yellow glaze.Diam.17.9cm, Height:8cm,

245: A CHINESE LONG QUAN PORCELAIN VASE

USD 1,000 - 1,500

The vase is superbly potted with a globular body rising to a cylindrical neck supported on a countersunk base.Provenance : Private
collection from Mr.TakeuchiDiam.11.3cm, Height:18cm,

246: A CHINESE BLUE AND WHITE PORCELAIN DRAGON AND INTERLOCK

USD 1,300 - 1,800

The dish finely potted of shallow rounded form, rising gently from the short neatly cut footring to the lobed rim, the interior crisply
moulded in relief with a dragon, around which are interlock branches.Provenance : Private collection from Mr.TakeuchiDiam.27.5cm,
Height:4.8cm,

247: A CHINESE WUCAI PORCELAIN EIGHT TREASURE DISH

USD 1,000 - 1,500

The dish finely potted of shallow rounded form, rising gently from the short neatly cut footring to the rim. The rim painted with eight
treasure motifs and the center a soldier.Diam.43cm, Height:7.5cm,

248: A CHINESE BLUE AND WHITE PORCELAIN MANDERIN DUCKS BOWL

USD 1,000 - 1,500

The bowl has deep sides that flare towards the rim and is decorated with manderin ducks in the interior and petal lapets
exterior.Diam.20.9cm, Height:10.2cm,

249: A CHINESE FAMILLE ROSE PORCELAIN CHRYSANTHEMUM BOWL

USD 1,300 - 1,800

The bowl has deep sides that flare towards the rim and is decorated with chrysanthemums exterior.Height:6.6cm, Diam.8.5cm,

250: A CHINESE BLUE AND WHITE PORCELAIN INTERLOCK BRANCHES

USD 1,000 - 1,500

The washer has deep sides that flare towards the rim and is decorated with interlock branches around the rim and
exterior.Provenance : Private collection from Mr.TakeuchiDiam.18.6cm, Height:9.1cm,

251: A CHINESE FAMILLE ROSE PORCELAIN BIRDS AND FLOWERS VASE

USD 1,000 - 1,500

The faceted vase is stoutly potted with tall tapering sides, and is decorated on two sides with birds and poenies on one side ,the
other interlock branches.Length:8.7cm, Width:3.9cm, Height:11.3cm,
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252: A CHINESE CELADON-GLAZED PORCELAIN JAR MARKED QIAN LONG

USD 3,500 - 4,000

The jar is in the shape of a drum with rounded waist and budges aound the neck. Two handles are on either side.Length:17.3cm,
Width:17.6cm, Height:16.7cm,

253: A CHINESE FAMILLE ROSE PORCELAIN POENY BOWL MARKED YONG

USD 1,000 - 1,500

The bowl has deep sides that flare towards the rim and is decorated with poenies exterior.Diam.9.1cm, Height:4cm,

254: AN ARCHIASTIC CHINESE WHITE JADE FAIRY PENDANT

USD 2,500 - 3,000

The pendant is made out of white jade with some russet on the sided, and is carved in the shape of a fairy, feitian.Length:6.3cm,
Width:4.2cm, Height:0.7cm,

255: AN ARCHIASTIC CHINESE YELLOW JADE FIGURE

USD 3,500 - 4,000

The figure in a standing form with two hands near the chest.Length:8.3cm, Width:3.1cm, Height:1.3cm,

256: A CHINESE SOAPSTONE CHI DRAGON SEAL

USD 1,300 - 1,800

The seal is smartly carved out of a soapstone and is carved with dragons on it.Length:7.1cm, Width:5.1cm, Height:11.3cm,

257: A CHINESE RED AND WHITE GLASS FINGERED CITRON AND STAND

USD 4,000 - 4,500

Made out of white and red glass, the carving is smartly carved with fingered citrons standing for longevity.Height:14.2cm, Width:5cm,

258: A CHINESE WHITE JADE CHI DRAGON ORNAMENT

USD 3,000 - 3,500

The ornament is made in the shape of a drum with rounded waist with some dragons carved on.Provenance : Private collection from
Mr.TakeuchiWidth:2.3cm, Length:4.6cm,

259: A CHINESE JADE RECUMBENT BEAST WASHER

USD 1,000 - 1,500

The washer is made out of jade in the shape of a recumbent animal with rounded eyes and feet under the body.Length:10cm,
Width:4.8cm,
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260: AN ARCHIASTIC CHINESE JADE ANIMAL

USD 3,500 - 4,000

The animal is made out of jade in the shape of a recumbent animal with rounded eyes and feet under the bodyLength:7.3cm,
Width:3cm, Height:3.1cm,

261: A CHINESE JADE RECUMBENT BEAST

USD 6,000 - 7,000

The animal is made out of jade in the shape of a recumbent animal with rounded eyes and feet under the body with the head turned
backwards.Length:4.9cm, Width:4.7cm, Height:2.1cm,

262: A CHINESE WHITE JADE RECUMBENT BEAST

USD 1,000 - 1,500

The animal is made out of jade in the shape of a recumbent animal with rounded eyes and feet under the body.Length:8cm,
Width:5.5cm, Height:3.9cm,

263: A CHINESE YELLOW JADE LOBED WASHER

USD 1,500 - 2,000

The washer is made out of jade with lobed rims and deep form.Length:10.4cm, Width:5.8cm, Height:2.1cm,

264: A CHINESE WHITE JADE VAJRA

USD 2,000 - 2,500

The VAJRA is made out of white jade and is a Buddha's ornament.Length:11.4cm, Width:1.1cm,

265: A CHINESE JADE INKPAD BOX AND COVER

USD 3,000 - 3,500

The box is of circular shape, with roundes shoulder and a globular body. It is used as an inkpad.Height:4.9cm, Diam.12.6cm,

266: A CHINESE WHITE JADE RECUMBENT BEAST

USD 1,800 - 2,250

The animal is made out of jade in the shape of a recumbent animal with rounded eyes and feet under the body and head turned
backwards.Length:5.3cm, Width:7.1cm, Height:1.9cm,

267: AN ARCHIASTIC CHINESE JADE DEER

USD 500 - 800

The animal is made out of jade in the shape of a recumbent deer. Its horns are vividly carved.Length:5.4cm, Width:2.3cm, Height:0.4
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268: A CHINESE HUANG HUA LI SEAL BOX AND COVER

USD 8,000 - 8,500

The sealbox is made out of huang hua li wood in a rectangle shape with carved motifs on.Height:4.4cm, Width:6.3cm, Length:8.9cm,

269: A CHINESE LACQUER POENY BOX AND COVER MARKED QIAN LONG

USD 8,000 - 8,500

The top of the cover is finely decorated with poenies. The sides of the box are similarly decorated with poenies and so as the lower
part of the box. Marked with da qing qian long nian zhi.Height:15.1cm, Diam.28.7cm,

270: A CHINESE CINNABAR SCROLL-SHAPED STAND

USD 1,000 - 1,500

The flat top is carved with a panel with auspicious motifs. The two curved sides are decorated with florette-diaper grounds. The
underside is applied with brown lacquer.Length:32cm, Width:21.1cm, Height:6.4cm,

271: A CHINESE REDWOOD AND POCELAIN TABLE SCREEN

USD 4,000 - 4,500

The elaborately decoraed redwood frame and stand is carved with peach, poeny and pomegranet. The screen is inlaid with three
porcelain panels panited with flowers in each season.Length:27.2cm, Width:14.8cm, Height:44.6cm,

272: A CHINESE BAMBOO CARVING BRUSHPOT

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Of cylindrtical form, the brush pot has a flared foot and is carved with ladies and a vase with flowers. The brush pot carved with
poems as well.Diam.12.6cm, Height:14.8cm,

272A: GLEAMING HUANGHUALI OR HARDWOOD BRUSHPOT

USD 3,000 - 4,000

Gleaming Huanghuali or Hardwood Brushpot with beautiful wood grain. Impeccably rendered. H14 x D 12.7 cm

272B: A ZISHA TEAPOT WITH COVER

USD 1,000 - 1,500

A zisha teapot with cover. H11 x W19 cm

274: A CHINESE GILT-BRONZE NINE DRAGONS DOUBLE-GOURD VASE

USD 6,000 - 7,000

The vase is potted with two pronounced bulbs, and are carved with nine dragons from the top to the bottom. The cover of the vase is
decorated with a dragon. The foot is flared.Provenance : Private collection from Mr.TakeuchiWeight:486.4g Diam.10cm,
Height:20.6cm,
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275: A CHINESE BAMBOO CARVING AVALOKITESHVARA STATUE

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Wearing voluminous robes falling in elegant folds from his shoulders, his face with a benign expression surmounted by a tiara.
Standing on a rock-shaped stand.Length:8.4cm, Width:7.5cm, Height:23.6cm,

276: A CHINESE CLOISONNE ENAMEL HAT HOLDER MARKED QIAN LONG

USD 1,800 - 2,250

The holder is of elongated, tapering cylindrical form with a waisted neck and is decorated with interlock branches all over. The rim is
painted with ruyi shaped flowering foliage.Diam.13cm, Height:29.6cm,

277: A CHINESE BRONZE GARLIC-MOUTH VASE

USD 1,300 - 1,800

The globular body under a cylindrical neck, the garlic neck mouth with a lobed mouth. The foot is slightly flared.Weight:2358.1g
Diam.20.2cm, Height:37.9cm,

278: A CHINESE GILT-BRONZE DOUBLE-GOURD VASE

USD 1,500 - 2,000

The vase is potted with two pronounced bulbs, and the mouth is of cylindrical form.Weight:958.9g Diam.13.4cm, Height:21.5cm,

279: A CHINESE BRONZE CENSER

USD 500 - 800

The rectangular censer is decorated with a pair of loop handles to the sides and supported on four legs.Provenance : Private
collection from Mr.TakeuchiLength:17.5cm, Width:9.7cm, Height:8.6

280: A CHINESE BRONZE CENSER

USD 800 - 1,000

The censer is heavily cast with a compressed globular body inscribed to one side, flanked by twin handles and supported on three
short feet.Diam.18.3cm, Height:12.5cm,

281: A CHINESE GILT-BRONZE LOBED CENSER

USD 6,000 - 7,000

The censer is heavily cast with a compressed globular body inscribed to one side, and supported on three lingzhi-shaped short
feet.The rim is decorated with lingzhi patterns and the lobed body with rounded gilding.Height:9.5cm, Width:14.5cm,

282: A CHINESE GOLD AND SILVER INLAID BRONZE DEER

USD 6,000 - 7,000

Finely cast as a seated deer, finished with gold and silver inlaid as the unique feather of the sika deer.Weight:746.4g Length:13.8cm,
Width:6.7cm, Height:14.8cm,
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283: A CHINESE GOLD AND SILVER INLAID BRONZE BELT BUCKLE

USD 1,800 - 2,250

The belt buckle is in the shape of an eagle with the head as the hook.Provenance : Private collection from
Mr.TakeuchiWeight:446.2g Length:18.6cm, Width:10.9cm, Height:3.2cm,

284: A CHINESE GILT-BRONZE VAJRA

USD 2,300 - 2,800

The rounded eight-pronged vajra with knob center finely cast in bronze.Weight:211.3g Length:19.4cm, Width:6.2

285: A CHINESE GOLD AND SILVER INLAID BRONZE BULL

USD 1,300 - 1,800

The bull has four legs touching the ground with rounded eyes and a flicked tail. The body is inlaid with silver and gold.Weight:917.1g
Length:16.6cm, Width:5.5cm, Height:9.8cm,

286: A PAIR OF CHINESE GOLD AND SILVER INLAID BRONZE BEASTS

USD 8,500 - 9,500

The beasts have rounded eyes, open mouth and turn the heads to one side. The body is inlaid with gold and silver in auspicious
motifs.Weight:1650g Length:26.7cm, Width:14.5cm, Height:10.2cm,

287: A PAIR OF CHINESE CLOISONNE ENAMEL AND JADE BRONZE RUYI

USD 9,500 - 15,000

Decorated in coloured enamels with scrolling flowering motifs on a turquoise ground, the head with inset cream coloured stone
plaques.Weight:222.2g Length:29.2cm, Width:6.3cm, Height:5cm, Weight:246.6g Length:29.2cm, Width:6.3cm, Height:5cm,

288: A CHINESE CLOISONNE ENAMEL BRONZE MIRROR MARKED QIAN

USD 4,500 - 5,000

The mirror is decorated with archaistic roundels set within geometric patterns and encircled by a eight diagrams border at the rim.
Inscribed with Chinese characters.Weight:1338g Diam.6.5cm, Height:2.1cm,

289: A CHINESE SIVER GILDING UNICORN DISH

USD 3,500 - 4,000

The dish is of shallow form with rounded sides, the interior decoraed with a unicorn.Weight:471g Diam.20.2cm, Height:2.4cm,

289A: A BAMBOO SHAPED SILVER TEAPOT
The bamboo shaped silver teapot. H21.5x14cm

USD 3,000 - 4,000
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289B: A CHINESE SILVER DRAGON WINE CUP, LATE QING PERIOD

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Chinese silver dragon wine cup, late Qing period. 9.5 x 5.3 cm

290: A CHINESE SIVER GILDING WINE VESSEL

USD 7,000 - 8,000

The globular body cast with a broad band of gilding on the spreading foot and shoulder,the cover decorated en suite below a finial,
the swing handle cast with diaper pattern.Provenance : Private collection from Mr.TakeuchiWeight:678.1g Width:15.9cm,
Height:20cm,

291: A CHINESE SIVER GILDING CHILD CENSER AND COVER

USD 15,000 - 20,000

The censer has a globular body with two children on either side and three children as the feet as if they were lifting up the censer.
The censer has a rounded shoulder with a gilding tied bow in the center of the body and agate and turquoise decotations. The cover
has a standing child as the knob.Provenance : Private collection from Mr.TakeuchiWeight:3927.6g Width:20.9cm, Height:30.8cm,

292: A CHINESE BRONZE TAOTIE MASK STEAMING VESSEL, DING

USD 3,000 - 3,500

The censer is of semi-circular section with two upright strap handles standing on three flared feet, the face is decorated with taotie
masks, the legs are carved with archiastic motifs.Provenance : Private collection from Mr.TakeuchiWeight:1345g Length:16.7cm,
Width:16.4cm, Height:19.4cm,

293: A CHINESE ARCHIASTIC BRONZE TAOTIE MASK WINE VESSEL,

USD 5,000 - 5,500

The bulging pear-shaped body cast with a broad band of taotie mask on the spreading foot and shoulder, all reserved on a leiwen
ground and divided by flanges, the cover decorated en suite below a finial, the swing handle cast with diaper pattern terminating at
either end in a horned mask, with olive-brown patina.Provenance : Private collection from Mr.TakeuchiWeight:2451g Length:14.3cm,
Width:13.1cm, Height:26.3cm,

294: A CHINESE ARCHIASTIC BRONZE TAOTIE MASK WINE VESSEL,ZUN

USD 3,500 - 4,000

The body and tall flared foot flat-cast with large taotie masks divided and separated by hooked flanges, the taotie positioned below
cast in high relief on the shoulder, all below a dragon band and upright scroll-filled blades on the trumpet-shaped neck, with mottled
milky-green patina and malachite and azurite encrustation.Provenance : Private collection from Mr.TakeuchiWeight:3030g
Length:24.4cm, Width:24.2cm, Height:19.6cm,

295: A CHINESE GILT-BRONZE PRIMEVAL LORD OF THE HEAVEN

USD 18,000 - 22,000

Seated on a wooden chair, the lord holds one hand to the waist, the other up to the chest. With open eyes and beard, he shows a
serene look.Provenance : Private collection from Mr.TakeuchiWeight:3700g Length:32.5cm, Width:21.1cm, Height:13.4cm,
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296: A CHINESE GILT-BRONZE AVALOKITESHVARA STATUE

USD 5,000 - 5,500

The bodhisattva Avalokiteshvara is shown seated, with one hand near the belly, the other in the air, and wearing a loosely draped
robe falling in graceful folds, a ruyi bead necklace, and a long cowl that falls over the shoulders from where it is draped over the two
tall, looped topknots that rise behind the lotus crown centered by a figure of Amitabha. The face is finely modeled with a serene
expression and a small urna.Height:24cm, Width:16cm,

297: A CHINESE GILT-BRONZE YAMANTAKA STATUE

USD 25,000 - 30,000

The deity standing in alidhasana in yab-yum with his consort on a reclining water buffalo over a lotus base, holding the chopper and
skull cup in his principal hands wrapped around his consort, wearing a tiger skin dhoti, a garland of severed heads and a scarf
billowing across his shoulders, his three heads with ferocious expressions, skull tiaras and flaming hair.Provenance : Private
collection from Mr.TakeuchiHeight:33cm, Width:13cm, Length:22cm,

298: A CHINESE ZITAN CRANE BRUSH POT

USD 6,000 - 7,000

Of cylindrtical form, the brush pot has a slight flared foot and is carved in high relief with cranes and pines on the body and
auspicious clouds on the rim.Diam.11.5cm, Height:13.5cm,

299: A CHINESE ZITAN CABINET FOR THE PLACEMENT OF TREASURES

USD 50,000 - 55,000

The cabinet has six framed space for the placement of treasures such as snuff bottles and porcelain vases. Two drawers are placed
above the stand. The stand is carved with auspicious motifs wiht ruyi shaped feet.Provenance : Private collection from
Mr.TakeuchiLength:30.4cm, Width:22.8cm, Height:41.5cm,

300: A CHINESE ZITAN DRAGON CABINET

USD 7,000 - 8,000

Of an impressive size, the pair of hinged doors crisply and deeply carved through the solid zitan panels with a multitude of dragons in
flight amidst thickly scrolling clouds, around the main panels are decorated with wan motifs, the sides of the cabinet with naturalistic
scenes, the original lock and gilt-bronze fittings finely beaten and chased.Provenance : Private collection from
Mr.TakeuchiLength:31.3cm, Width:22.5cm, Height:36.7cm,

301: A CHINESE BLUE AND WHITE PORCELAIN EIGHT TREASURE DISH

USD 2,300 - 2,800

The dish is of shallow form with rounded sides, the interior painted with eight treasure patterns.Diam.28cm, Height:4.5cm,

302: A CHINESE WUCAI PORCELAIN STORY DISH MARKED YONG ZHENG

USD 1,000 - 1,500

The dish is of shallow form with rounded sides, the interior painted with men playing in the yard.Diam.20.2cm, Height:4.5cm,
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303: A CHINESE YELLOW-GROUND PORCELAIN PEACH DISH MARKED

USD 1,000 - 1,500

The dish is of shallow form with rounded sides, the interior and exterior painted with peaches.Provenance : Private collection from
Mr.TakeuchiDiam.19.6cm, Height:4.1cm,

304: A CHINESE WUCAI PORCELAIN STORY VASE MARKED YONG ZHENG

USD 1,300 - 1,800

The vase is superbly potted with a globular body rising to a flared neck supported on a countersunk base, delicately painted with a
lady playing Gu Qin instrument.Diam.17cm, Height:32.5cm,

305: A CHINESE BLUE AND WHITE WUCAI PORCELAIN BASE MARKED

USD 1,300 - 1,800

The vase is of elongated, tapering cylindrical form with a waisted neck and is decorated with a continuous scene of plum
blossoms.Provenance : Private collection from Mr.TakeuchiHeight:13.3cm, Diam.5.5cm,

306: A PAIR OF CHINESE ENAMEL PAINTED DEER VASES MARKED QIAN

USD 1,000 - 1,500

The elegantly potted vase of high-shouldered form with a single raised rib at the base of the slender, slightly waisted neck, the sides
decorated with deer in the forest. The neck painted with interlock branches. The flared foot painted with petal lapets.Diam.9.9cm,
Height:35.3cm,

307: A CHINESE FAMILLE ROSE PORCELAIN POENY VASE MARKED QIAN

USD 1,500 - 2,000

The vase is superbly potted with a globular body rising to a cylindrical neck supported on a countersunk base, delicately painted with
poenies and birds on the body.Provenance : Private collection from Mr.TakeuchiDiam.24cm, Height:36.2cm,

308: A CHINESE CELADON-GLAZED HEXAGONAL VASE MARKED QIAN

USD 1,500 - 2,000

The vase is sturdily potted and decorated in celadon glaze. It is in a hexagonal style with hollowed chrysanthemums decorations on
either side.Diam.21.6cm, Height:41.4cm,

309: A CHINESE DOUCAI PORCELAIN INTERLOCK BRANCHES MOONFLASK

USD 2,000 - 2,500

The two sides are decorated with a central stylised flowerhead with radiating stylised branches supporting ruyi heads. The bulbous
metal-mounted neck is decorated with a band of flowersprays. The neck and shoulders are applied with strap
handles.Length:14.8cm, Width:24cm, Height:30cm,
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310: A CHINESE RU-TYPE LIGHT BLUE-GLAZED PORCELAIN

USD 2,300 - 2,800

The vase is superbly potted with rounded shoulders supporting a waisted neck and tapering down to a broad base, exquisitely
glazed in light blue.Diam.8.1cm, Height:19.7cm,

311: A CHINESE DOUCAI PORCELAIN MOUNTAIN AND RIVER VASE

USD 1,300 - 1,800

The vase is of elongated, tapering cylindrical form with a waisted neck and is decorated with a continuous landscape beneath a band
of pendent leaves encircling the mouth rim.Diam.11.3cm, Height:29.9cm,

312: A CHINESE WUCAI PORCELAIN STORY VASE MARKED KANG XI

USD 1,000 - 1,500

The vase is of elongated, tapering cylindrical form with a waisted neck and is decorated with a continuous scene of an emperor and
his attendants in the yard.Diam.12.2cm, Height:28.7cm,

313: A CHINESE BLUE AND WHITE PORCELIAN DRAGON BOX AND COVER

USD 1,300 - 1,800

Of cushion form, the top of the cover decorated with multiple flying dragons amidst clouds surround one dragon in the center.The
motif repeats on the lower part.Provenance : Private collection from Mr.TakeuchiDiam.22cm, Height:11.7cm,

314: A CHINESE BLUE-GLAZED PORCELAIN JAR MARKED QIAN LONG

USD 1,300 - 1,800

The jar is in a blue glaze. The jar is superbly potted with rounded shoulders supporting a waisted neck and tapering down to a broad
base.Provenance : Private collection from Mr.TakeuchiDiam.33.2cm, Height:34.6cm,

315: A CHINESE DOUCAI PORCELIAN INTERLOCK BRANCHES

USD 1,300 - 1,800

The vase is superbly potted with rounded shoulders supporting a waisted neck and tapering down to a broad base, exquisitely
painted with interlock branches.Provenance : Private collection from Mr.TakeuchiDiam.7.8cm, Height:12.4cm,

316: A CHINESE CELADON-GLAZED PORCELAIN VASE MARKED KANG XI

USD 1,000 - 1,500

The vase is sturdily potted and decorated in celadon glaze. It is carved with auspicious beasts on the body and has a dragon-shaped
handle.Diam.25.7cm, Height:41.5cm,

317: A CHINESE BLUE AND WHITE PORCELAIN FLOWER VASE MEIPING

USD 1,800 - 2,250

The vase is superbly potted with rounded shoulders supporting a waisted neck and tapering down to a broad base, exquisitely
painted with interlock branches.Diam.25.3cm, Height:43.5cm,
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318: A CHINESE BLUE AND WHITE PORCELAIN FLOWER AND SEA WAVE

USD 1,000 - 1,500

The vase is superbly potted with a globular body rising to a flared neck supported on a countersunk base, delicately painted in cobalt
of rich, sapphire blue tones with an elaborate meandering lotus scroll and sea waves.Diam.21.1cm, Height:35.7cm,

319: A CHINESE WUCAI PORCELAIN INTERLOCK BRANCHES VASE, GU

USD 2,300 - 2,800

The vase is robustly potted with a mallet-shaped body, with sides tapering slightly towards the foot from the canted shoulder. The tall
neck is painted with dragons, the drum-shaped body with same motifs.Provenance : Private collection from
Mr.TakeuchiDiam.17.6cm, Height:31.8cm,

320: A CHINESE TURQUOISE-GROUND PORCELAIN FAMILLE ROSE

USD 1,800 - 2,250

The vase is of elongated, tapering cylindrical form with a waisted neck and is decorated with interlock branches patterns all over and
framed lotus paintings and inscriptions, beneath a band of pendent leaves encircling the neck.Diam.20.8cm, Height:40.3cm,

320A: A CHINESE WUCAI POECELAIN DRAGON BOWL MARKED WAN LI

USD 2,300 - 2,800

The bowl has deep sides that flare towards the rim and are decorated WITH dragons, with a flared ring foot decorated with wan
motifs.Diam.10.6cm, Height:5.9cm,

321: A BLUE AND WHITE FAMILLE ROSE PORCELAIN VASE

USD 800 - 1,000

Of ovoid form, painted with scattered and overlapping medallions,reserved on a decorative pattern painted ground in cobalt-blue.
With a hole on the base. H19x10cm

322: A CHINESE DOUCAI PORCELIAN INTERLOCK BRANCHES AND

USD 2,300 - 2,800

The dish is of shallow form with rounded sides, the interior painted with dragons and exterior painted with interlock
branches.Diam.18.2cm, Height:3.6cm,

323: A CHINESE WUCAI POECELAIN DRAGON AND PHOENIX BOX AND

USD 2,300 - 2,800

Of square cushion form, the top of the cover decorated with multiple flying dragons and phoenixes amidst clouds surround one
dragon in the center.The motif repeats on the lower part.Provenance : Private collection from Mr.TakeuchiLength:20.5cm,
Width:13.5cm, Height:8.7cm,
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324: A CHINESE IRON-RED PORCELAIN DRAGON JAR AND COVER

USD 2,300 - 2,800

The jar is densely decorated with dragons amidst clouds. The jar is superbly potted with rounded shoulders supporting a waisted
neck and tapering down to a broad base.Provenance : Private collection from Mr.TakeuchiDiam.21.7cm, Height:28.9cm,

325: A CHINESE GE-TYPE PORCELAIN VASE MARKED YONG ZHENG

USD 3,000 - 3,500

The compressed globular body rises to a tall cylindrical neck, all raised on a spreading ring foot and covered overall with a finely pale
russet crackles.Diam.25.5cm, Height:33.3cm,

326: A SETFAMILLE ROSE PORCELAIN INTERLOCK BRANCHES VASE

USD 2,300 - 2,800

The vase is superbly potted with a globular body rising to a flared neck supported on a countersunk base, delicately painted with
interlock branches over the body.Diam.17.1cm, Height:26.4cm,

327: A SET CHINESE DING-TYPE WHITE-GLAZED PORCELAIN WINE

USD 800 - 1,000

The first one with a globular body and a handle. The second one with a flared foot, the handle and the spout are on either side of the
cylindrical neck.Length:7.1cm, Width:6.4cm, Height:9.1cm, Length:9.4cm, Width:7.7 cm, Height:10cm,

328: A SET BLUE AND WHITE PORCELAIN RAM AND QILIN BOWL

USD 2,300 - 2,800

The bowl has deep sides that flare towards the rim and are decorated with rams and mythecal beast Qilin.Diam.16.4cm,
Height:10.1cm,

329: A CHINESE LONG QUAN PORCELAIN VASE,CONG MARKED GUANG XU

USD 2,300 - 2,800

The sturdily potted vase is of square section with four rectangular facets, each moulded with alternating long and short horizontal ribs
along the outer edges, leaving the central vertical panel undecorated. It is covered with an unctuous sea-green glaze thinning on the
raised designs.Length:3.7cm, Width:3.7cm, Height:28.7cm,

330: A CHINESE WUCAI PORCELAIN MOUNTAIN AND RIVER VASE

USD 2,300 - 2,800

The vase is well potted with a high-shouldered body rising to a cylindrical neck flaring at the mouth rim which is decorated with
auspicious motifs. The body painted with mountains and rivers.Diam.11.5cm, Height:29.9cm,

331: A CHINESE YELLOW-GROUND PORCELAIN EIGHT TREASURE

USD 2,300 - 2,800

Painted to each side in cobalt blue tones with eight radiating lotus petal-shaped panels enclosing the bajixiang around a central
raised boss with a stylised flowerhead, divided by key-fret and lappet bands, all within a key-fret border, the flat sides with a wide
band of leafy scroll issuing lotus blossoms, the neck and foot with bands of lingzhi scroll beneath a key-fret band to the rim, the
cylindrical neck flanked by scroll handles.Provenance : Private collection from Mr.TakeuchiLength:25.8cm, Width:14.8cm,
Height:35.6cm,
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332: A CHINESE BLUE AND WHITE PORCELAIN POENY AND DRAGON JAR

USD 2,500 - 3,000

The jar is densely decorated with dragons amidst flowers. The jar is superbly potted with rounded shoulders supporting a waisted
neck and tapering down to a broad base.Diam.34.8cm, Height:29.5cm,

333: A CHINESE WUCAI PORCELAIN PROSPERITY VASE MARKED KANG

USD 2,500 - 3,000

The vase is well potted with a high-shouldered body rising to a cylindrical neck flaring at the mouth rim.The body is painted with bats,
deer and peaches which mean prosperity.Diam.10.5cm, Height:29.4cm,

334: A CHINESE FAMILLE ROSE PORCELAIN INTERLOCK BRANCHES

USD 2,500 - 3,000

The vase is superbly potted with a globular body rising to a cylindrical neck supported on a countersunk base, delicately painted in
cobalt of interlock branches and dragons.Diam.27.5cm, Height:40cm,

334A: A FAMILLE ROSE 'FLOWER' PORCELAIN JAR

USD 1,500 - 2,000

A famille rose flower porcelain jar. 18 x 24.5 cm

335: A CHINESE DOUCAI PORCELAIN DRAGON VASE MARKED QIAN LONG

USD 2,500 - 3,000

The vase is well potted with a high-shouldered body rising to a cylindrical neck flaring at the mouth rim.The body is painted with
dragons and sea waves.Diam.14cm, Height:34cm,

336: AN ARCHIASTIC CHINESE CELADON-GLAZED PORCELAIN JAR

USD 1,000 - 1,500

The jar is densely decorated with petal lappets. The jar is superbly potted with rounded shoulders supporting a waisted neck and
tapering down to a broad base.Diam.15.2cm, Height:26.8cm,

337: A CHINESE FAMILLE ROSE PORCELAIN FLOWER JAR MARKED YONG

USD 2,300 - 2,800

The jar is superbly potted with rounded shoulders supporting a waisted neck and tapering down to a broad base and painted with
flowers.Diam.10.3cm, Height:7.1cm,

338: A CHINESE DOUCAI PORCELAIN INTERLOCK BRANCHES AND

USD 2,500 - 3,000

The vase is superbly potted with a globular body rising to a flared neck supported on a countersunk base, delicately painted in cobalt
of rich color of interlock branches and dragons.Provenance : Private collection from Mr.TakeuchiDiam.25.5cm, Height:38.5cm,
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339: A CHINESE BLUE-GLAZED PORCELAIN VASE, CONG MARKED GUANG

USD 2,500 - 3,000

The sturdily potted vase is of square section with four rectangular facets, with a ring foot and two handles.Length:17.9cm,
Width:13.1cm, Height:29cm,

340: A CHINESE JADE FIGURE ORNAMENT

USD 3,500 - 4,000

The ornament is made out of jade in the shape of a figure with a hand touching the ear.Length:2.5cm, Width:2.2cm, Height:5.4cm,

341: AN ARCHIASTIC CHINESE JADE ORNAMENT CONG

USD 5,000 - 5,500

The sturdily potted ornament is of square section with four rectangular facets, with a ring foot.Provenance : Private collection from
Mr.TakeuchiLength:6.1cm, Width:6.1cm, Height:7.8cm,

342: A CHINESE WHITE JADE FIGURE

USD 3,500 - 4,000

The figure in a hat is in a standing form with two hands near the chest.Length:4.4cm, Height:9.4cm,

343: AN ARCHIASTIC CHINESE JADE BRUSH POT

USD 9,500 - 15,000

The sturdily potted brush pot is of square section with four rectangular facets with archiastic carvings.Length:7.1cm, Width:7.1cm,
Height:18.5cm,

344: A CHINESE YELLOW JADE CUP

USD 1,500 - 2,000

The shallow cup is raised on a short circular foot and carved with a rib encircling below the mouth rim, the integral handle of circular
section with a lipped edge, the stone of yellow and ochre tones with areas of opaque cream inclusions.Length:8.1cm, Width:5.7cm,
Height:4.1cm,

345: A CHINESE WHITE JADE RECUMBENT BEAST

USD 3,500 - 4,000

With roundes eyes and big mouth, the recumbent animal is carved in a round shape with four feet under the body.Length:5.7cm,
Width:5.1cm, Height:3.3cm,

346: A CHINESE WHITE JADE RECUMBENT DOG

USD 2,000 - 2,500

With roundes eyes and big mouth, the recumbent animal is carved in a round shape with four feet under the body.Length:5.8cm,
Width:2cm, Height:2.2cm,
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347: A QING CHINESE YELLOW STONE DRAGON SEAL

USD 2,500 - 3,000

The seal is smartly carved out of a yellow stone and is carved with multiple chi dragons on it chasing a fireball amidst auspicious
clouds.1.Length:9.5cm, Width:6cm, Height:7.5cm, 2.Length:11.9cm, Width:8.4cm, Height:2.4cm,

348: A CHINESE JADE CRANE ORNAMENT

USD 1,300 - 1,800

The ornament is made out of jade in ta circular shape with a crane in the center, standing for longevity.Length:4.1cm, Width:3.7cm,
Height:0.8cm,

349: A CHINESE JADE SEAL

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Of square sectioned form with handle to the upper surface, made out of jade.Length:4.3cm, Width:4.3cm, Height:4cm,

349A: A WHITE JADE CENSER, QING DYNASTY

USD 800 - 1,000

The compressed body supported on three short waisted feet, the rim surmounted by two tall bail handles. The stone of an even pale
tone. H 4 x 5 cm

350: A PAIR OF CHINESE JADE CUPS

USD 3,500 - 4,000

The cups are elongated, tapering cylindrical form with a waisted neck and is decorated with three ruyi-shaped feet.Height:5cm,
Width:3.9cm,

350A: A WHITE JADE BOWL AND COVER

USD 8,000 - 9,000

The rounded sides of the bowl is raised on a shallow pedestal foot. The domed cover is finely carved with a circular ring on the top.
H 7.5 x 10.5 cm

351: A CHINESE JADE BULL

USD 3,000 - 3,500

The bull has four legs touching the ground with rounded eyes and a flicked tail. It is made of jade.Length:20.8cm, Width:7.2cm,
Height:11.9cm,

352: A CHINESE WHITE JADE RECUMBENT TIGER

USD 4,500 - 5,000

With roundes eyes and big mouth, the recumbent tiger is carved in a round shape with four feet under the body.The head turns
backwards.Length:8.9cm, Width:6.4cm, Height:4cm,
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352A: Chinese auspicious jade ornament with base

USD 800 - 1,000

Chinese auspicious white jade ornament. The form is two fish and one flower. H 6 x L 8.5 cm

353: A CHINESE SILVER GILDING LOTUS VASE

USD 3,000 - 3,500

The vase is made out of silver with a rounded shoulder and a globular body. The rim is in a lotus style.Provenance : Private
collection from Mr.TakeuchiWeight:365.7g Diam.9.6cm, Height:19.2cm,

354: A CHINESE SILVER GILDING FOREIGNER VASE

USD 4,500 - 5,000

The jar is superbly potted with rounded shoulders supporting a waisted neck and tapering down to a broad base with foreigners--hu
ren decorations.Provenance : Private collection from Mr.TakeuchiWeight:595.6g Diam.11.8cm, Height:10.8cm,

355: A CHINESE SILVER GILDING DEER CUP

USD 2,500 - 3,000

The cup is made out of gold, it has a globular body and a flared foot. The whole body carved with deers standing for wealth in
Chinese history.Weight:169g Length:5.1cm, Width:5.2cm, Height:10.7cm,

356: A CHINESE GILT-BRONZE SAKYAMUNI STATUE

USD 9,500 - 15,000

The silver figure is cast seated in dhyanasana. He is depicted wearing a robe that exposes his chest and is decorated with incised
floral hems. His face is modelled with a serene expression which is framed by long pendulous ears.He is seated in a lotus shaped
shrine with a tiara on.Height:38cm, Width:26cm,

356A: A GILT BRONZE FIGURE OF BUDDHA, 13TH CENTURY

USD 15,000 - 18,000

H46CM

356B: A GILT BRONZE FIGURE OF BUDDHA, EARTLY MING DYNASTY

USD 4,000 - 8,000

H15CM

357: A CHINESE GILT-BRONZE PALDEN LHAMO STATUE

USD 8,000 - 8,500

Expressively modeled sitting on her mule mount, with two animal-headed dakinis dancing before her, Makaravaktra and
Simhavaktra, wearing a garland of skulls, her face with a ferocious expression surmounted by skull tiara and flaming hair, details
added in repouss, with remains of gold lacquer and polychrome, all mounted on a wood base carved with swirling
wavesã€‚Height:19cm, Width:19cm,
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357A: A GILT BRONZE FIGURE OF BUDDHA, MID-MING DYNASTY

USD 6,500 - 8,500

H20CM

357B: A GILT BRONZE FIGURE OF BUDDHA, MID-MING DYNASTY

USD 4,000 - 8,000

H13CM

358: A CHINESE GILT-BRONZE PADMAPANI STATUE

USD 8,000 - 9,000

Very finely cast standing in tribhanga holding a lotus stalk and with the right hand lowered in the gesture of compassion, wearing a
long flowing dhoti secured with a billowing sash, a beaded 'magic thread' and foliate tiara, the face slightly tilted in a benign
expression, with a smooth deep brown patina overall and traces of gilding on the reverse.Provenance : Private collection from
Mr.TakeuchiHeight:48cm, Width:14cm,

358A: A CHINESE GILT-BRONZE SAKYAMUNI STATUE

USD 8,000 - 12,000

H37.5 x 24 cm

359: A MING CHINESE GILT-BRONZE AVALOKITESHVARA

USD 9,500 - 15,000

Finely cast on a lotus base, dressed in a short dhoti incised with a floral pattern, adorned with multiple necklaces, garlands, and
armlets inlaid with hardstones, the face with downcast eyes and serene expression, the hair pulled into a high chignon and secured
with a foliate tiara.Provenance : Private collection from Mr.TakeuchiHeight:38.5cm, Width:25cm,

359A: A GILT-BRONZE FIGURE OF BUDDHA

USD 10,000 - 15,000

H28CM

360: A CHINESE JADE SAKYAMUNI STATUE AND GOLD PANEL

USD 60,000 - 65,000

The figure is carved seated in dhyanasana and dressed in long flowing robes tied at the waist. The face is carved with downcast
eyes and a serene expression. The penal is of lotus shape.Weight:646.9g Length:11cm, Width:8cm, Height:17.3cm,
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361: A CHINESE SILVER GILDING CELESTIAL SPHERE

USD 40,000 - 45,000

The celestial sphere is supported on three dragon-shaped holders carved with dragons. Below is a circular stand with three animal
heads stands.Provenance : Private collection from Mr.TakeuchiWeight:20400g Height:82.8cm, Width:53.5cm, Length:42.6cm,

362: A CHINESE GOLD PENDANT

USD 8,500 - 9,500

The pendant has a hollow center with inscriptions on and the body decorated with agate and turquoise.Weight:92.3g Length:6.9cm,
Width:5.5cm, Height:3.6cm,

363: A CHINESE GOLD ANIMAL BELT BUCKLE

USD 8,500 - 9,500

The belt buckle is in the shape of a dragon with the head as the hook, decorated with turquoise.Weight:90g Length:9.3cm,
Width:3.5cm, Height:1.3cm,

364: A CHINESE ARCHIASTIC BRONZE TAOTIE MASK STEAMING

USD 3,000 - 3,500

The deep, slightly compressed rounded sides with an everted rim and supported on a slightly flared foot, cast with taotie mask
between narrow bands of small circles, and borders of stylised dragons at the neck and around the foot, the handles with tiger head
terminals issuing rings, the grey patina with green encrustationProvenance : Private collection from Mr.TakeuchiWeight:2032g
Length:26.7cm Width:17.7cm Height:12.5cm

365: A CHINESE GILT-BRONZE TAOTIE MASK STEAMING VESSEL, GUI

USD 1,800 - 2,250

The deep, slightly compressed rounded sides with an everted rim and supported on a slightly flared foot, cast with taotie mask
between narrow bands of small circles, and borders of stylised dragons at the neck and around the foot, the handles with tiger head
terminals issuing rings.Provenance : Private collection from Mr.TakeuchiWeight:912.2g Length:17.6cm, Width:11.4cm, Height:9.4cm,

366: A SET OF CHINESE CLOISONNE ENAMEL ALTAR GARNITURE

USD 30,000 - 35,000

Comprising a covered censer in the shape of an archaistic fangding, a pair of pricket candlesticks and a pair of fanggu vases, each
decorated with scrolling lotus and foliage between borders of palmettes, ruyi and keyfret-pattern, the domed cover pierced and
surmounted by a dragon finialProvenance : Private collection from Mr.Takeuchi1.Weight:7.8kg Width:48.1cm, Height:60.2cm,
2.Weight:5.35kg Width:27.5cm, Height:53.5cm, 3.Weight:5.35kg Width:27.5cm, Height:53.5cm, 4.Weight:5kg Width:29.6cm,
Height:57.6cm, 5.Weight:5kg Width:29.2cm, Height:57.8cm,

366A: A CLOISONNE ENAMELLED SQUARE CENSER, 19TH CENTURY

USD 800 - 1,000

Supported on four metal legs, the rectangular censer with two long handles and a widely flared mouth rim, exterior enameled with
polychrome beast face motif decoration on yellow ground. Height 7" Length 15.5" Width 11"
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367: A CHINESE SCROLL PAINTING BY FENG CHAO RAN

USD 800 - 1,000

The painting depicts a lady under a willow by FENG CHAO RAN.Length:123cm, Width:35cm,

367A: ZHANG DAQIAN (ATTRIBUTE TO, 1899-1983), CALLIGRAPHY

USD 2,500 - 3,500

Ink on paper, pair of hanging scrolls. 135x33.5 cm

367B: CHINESE SCROLLS OF CALLIGRAPHY COUPLET

USD 800 - 1,000

Ink on paper, pair of hanging scrolls. 135x33.5 cm

368: A CHINESE SCROLL PAINTING BY LI KU CHA

USD 800 - 1,000

The painting depicts eagles perching on the tree by LI KU CHAN.Length:108cm, Width:68cm,

368A: HONG YI, CHINESE CALLIGRAPHY

USD 800 - 1,000

Ink on paper, mounted. 36x22.5cm

368B: QIAN MU, CHINESE CALLIGRAPHY

USD 800 - 1,000

Ink on paper, mounted. 29x29.5cm

369: A CHINESE SCROLL PAINTING BY CHENG SHI FA

USD 800 - 1,000

The painting depicts three ladies working with the water buffalo bu CHENG SHI FA.Length:136cm, Width:63cm,

369A: ZHAO SHAANG (ATTRIBUTE TO, 1906-1998), FLOWER
Ink and color on paper, mounted. 67.5x30cm

USD 800 - 1,000
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369B: HUANG BINHONG (ATTRIBUTED TO,) CALLIGRAPHY

USD 800 - 1,000

Ink on paper, mounted. 26.5x68.5cm

370: A CHINESE SCROLL PAINTING BY TAO YI QING

USD 800 - 1,000

The painting depicts mountains and forests by TAO YI QING.Length:132cm, Width:68cm,

370A: YI BINSHOU (ATTRIBUTED TO, 1754-1816), CALLIGRAPHY

USD 1,000 - 1,500

Ink on paper, mounted. 23.5x66cm

370B: ZHANG RENJIE (ATTRIBUTED TO,), CALLGRAPHY

USD 800 - 1,000

Ink on paper, mounted. 32x66.5cm

370C: CAI YUANPEI, CHINESE CALLIPRAHY

USD 800 - 1,000

Ink on paper, mounted. 33x110cm

370D: XIE WULIANG, CHINESE CALLIGRAPHY

USD 800 - 1,000

Ink on paper, mounted. 92x23cm

371: A CHINESE SCROLL PAINTING BY XU CAO

USD 1,000 - 1,500

The painting depicts a lady and her servants in a yard by XU CAO.Length:120cm, Width:72cm,

371A: PU RU, ATTRIBUTED TO, CALLIGPARHY
Ink on paper, mounted. 23x87cm

USD 800 - 1,000
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371B: YU YOUREN, ATTRIBUTED TO, CALLIGRAPHY

USD 800 - 1,000

Ink on paper, mounted. 34x131cm

371C: REN BONIAN, ATTRIBUTED TO, FIGURE

USD 2,500 - 3,500

Ink and color on paper, mounted. 133x53.5cm

371D: ZHANG RUITU, ATTRIBUTED TO, CALLIGRAPHY

USD 800 - 1,000

Ink on paper, mounted. 175x58cm

371E: LIANG QICHAO, ATTRIBUTED TO, CALLIGRAPHY

USD 2,500 - 3,500

Ink on paper, mounted. 127x30cm

372: A CHINESE SCROLL PAINTING BY ZHENG BAN QIAO

USD 800 - 1,000

The painting depicts bamboos by ZHENG BAN QIAO.Provenance : Private collection from Mr.TakeuchiLength:135cm, Width:68cm,

373: A CHINESE SCROLL PAINTING BY HUANG BIN HONG

USD 1,300 - 1,800

The painting depicts mountains and forests by HUANG BIN HONG.Provenance : Private collection from Mr.TakeuchiLength:63cm,
Width:42cm,

374: A SET CHINESE WHITE JADE RAMS AND STAND

USD 4,500 - 5,000

With roundes eyes and big mouth, the recumbent animal is carved in a round shape with four feet under the body.Provenance :
Private collection from Mr.TakeuchiLength:9cm, Width:5cm,

375: A CHINESE YELLOW STONE DRAGON SEAL AND BOX

USD 1,500 - 2,000

The seal is smartly carved out of a soapstone and is carved with dragons on it.Provenance : Private collection from
Mr.Takeuchi1.Length:7.6cm, Width:2.6cm, Height:5.1cmï¼Œ2.Length:19.9cm, Width:12.2cm, Height:7.3cm,
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375A: A FIVE RATS JADEITE PENDANT NECKLACE

USD 10,000 - 12,000

A jadeite pendant necklace, a stone of yellow and green color, and carved with openwork designs decipting five rats. Length 1.5''
Height 2.5'' Width 0.5''

376: A CHINESE WHITE JADE TABLE SCREEN AND STAND

USD 6,000 - 7,000

The penal is of circular shape. The stand is made in an archiastic style with ruyi shaped carvings in high relief and dragon shaped
supporting beam under the panel.Height:1.3cm, Length:8.4cm,

377: A CHINESE WHITE JADE WATER BUFFALO AND CHILD

USD 4,000 - 4,500

The water buffalo is a rucumbent style with large horns and rounded body. The child is on top of the water buffalo with hands
grasping its horns.Length:7.7cm, Width:4cm, Height:4.9cm,

378: A CHINESE WHITE JADE LOTUS WASHER AND STAND

USD 8,500 - 9,500

The washer of a lotus shape with its petal rolling inside, the leaves and branches carved on one side of the lotus. The wooden stand
is carved in the form of rooling sea waves.Length:19.4cm, Width:2.7cm,

379: A CHINESE SPINICH-GREEN JADE RING WITH INSCRIPTIONS

USD 800 - 1,000

The ring is made out of spinich-green jade and is with inscriptions on, it comes with a wooden box.1.Width:4.1cm, Height:3.5cm,
2.Width:5.8cm, Height:8.8cm,

380: A CHINESE WHITE JADE HORSE AND A MONKEY

USD 4,500 - 5,000

The recumbent horse with its head turned backwards and feet under the rounded body. The monkey is on the back of the
horse.Length:6.4cm, Width:5.5cm,

381: A CHINESE JADE CAMEL

USD 500 - 800

The kneeling camel looking backward with legs tucked under its body, the back bone well-defined.Length:4.5cm, Width:1.4cm,
Height:3cm,

382: A CHINESE WHITE AND BLACK JADE DEER

USD 1,500 - 2,000

The animal is made out of jade in the shape of a recumbent deer. Its horns are vividly carved.Length:8.9cm, Width:3.4cm,
Height:6cm,
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383: A CHINESE JADE TIGER

USD 1,500 - 2,000

With roundes eyes and big mouth, the recumbent tiger is carved in a round shape with four feet under the body.The head
forwards.Length:6.8cm, Width:3.1cm, Height:3.6cm,

384: A CHINESE WHITE JADE PENDANT

USD 1,500 - 2,000

The pendant is in a rectangle shape with inscriptions on and the body.Height:7cm, Width:4.3cm, Length:0.8cm,

385: A CHINESE WHITE JADE TABLE SCREEN AND STAND

USD 9,500 - 15,000

Each exquisitely carved in shallow relief to depict a mountain landscape scene depicting luo han under trees. Of semi-translucent
even white tone. The stands are made in an archiastic style with auspicious carvings.Provenance : Private collection from
Mr.TakeuchiHeight:30cm, Width:20cm,

386: A CHINESE MUSICAL INSTRUMENT,QIN

USD 1,500 - 2,000

The instrument with tapering arched board inlaid with mother-of-pearl discs, raised at the bridge with two short scroll feet, fitted with
seven strings tightened at the reverse with tasselled wooden keys.Provenance : Private collection from Mr.TakeuchiLength:123cm,

387: A CHINESE REDWOOD CABINET

USD 40,000 - 45,000

The cabinet is made of redwood, with a lock on the panels.Provenance : Private collection from Mr.TakeuchiLength:29.7cm,
Width:22cm, Height:41.5cm,

387A: A CHINESE HUANGHUALI RECTANGULAR KANG TABLE (Y)

USD 10,000 - 12,000

Qing Dynasty. The well-figured two-panel top raised on a narrow waist supported on square corner legs joined by a ruyi, carved with
a beaded edge continuing to squared srolls above the legs. (Y) Note: This lot is subject to CITES regulations when exporting items
outside of US, see clause 13. 35 x 151 x 87 cm

388: A CHINESE GILT-BRONZE THANGKA

USD 15,000 - 20,000

The Tangka is of rectangle shape with a ruyi shaped hook on top. It depicts SAKYAMUNI under pipal trees.Height:75.5cm,
Width:51cm,
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389: A CHINESE GILT-BRONZE BOX AND COVER

USD 3,500 - 4,000

Of cushion form, the top of the cover decorated with multiple flowers.The motif repeats on the lower part.Provenance : Private
collection from Mr.TakeuchiHeight:15cm, Width:8cm,

389A: A CARVED 'FIGURAL' SHOUSHAN SOAPSTONE DISPLAY WITH BASE

USD 2,500 - 3,500

A carved 'figural' shoushan soapstone display with base. 30.5 x 28 x 18 cm

389B: A LANDSCAPE DUAN INKSTONE

USD 2,500 - 3,500

A large duan inkstone, of caramel brownish color, carved with pine trees landscape. Height 12.5 in. (31.8 cm.) Width 11 in. (27.9
cm.) Length 2 in. (5.1 cm.)

390: A CHINESE STONE LION

USD 2,500 - 3,000

The lion has rounded eyes, open mouth, pointed ears and is extremely hairy. It shows a fierce look.Provenance : Private collection
from Mr.TakeuchiLength:38.5cm, Width:25.6cm, Height:18.5cm,

391: A CHINESE STONE BUDDHA

USD 2,500 - 3,000

The buddha is in a standing form with a long robe to the feet with a serene look on the face.Length:27cm, Width:12.4cm,
Height:8.2cm,

392: A CHINESE STONE LION

USD 2,500 - 3,000

The lion has rounded eyes and pointed ears and is extremely hairy. It rests on the stand.Length: 6.5cm, Width:5.1cm,
Height:10.3cm,

393: A GILT-BRONZE MAHASIDDHA VIRUPA STATUE

USD 9,500 - 15,000

Seated over an antelope skin on a lotus base in lalitasana with an incised yogic band spanning across his legs, his feet, arms,
hands, neck, and headdress decorated with floral jewelry, his hair knotted in a high chignon inlaid with copper at front and finely
incised at rear falling in strands above his shoulders, his face in a tranquil expression with eyes inlaid in copper and silver, a small
moustache, and broad smile framed by a chin-length beard.Weight:63.7kg Length:65.5cm, Width:45.3cm, Height:69.2cm,
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393A: A GILT BRONZE SCULPTURE OF GUAN GONG

USD 2,500 - 3,500

A gilt bronze sculpture of Guan Gong seated on a stepped pedestal, one hand held up at shoulder level and the other rested on the
knee, eyes lifted with frown and long stranded beared dangling to the check armer, a roundel of auspicious avian incised on the
stomach above a girdle tied up in bowknot, sealed with a plate incised with a quatrefoil pattern. H 16.5 x L 6.3 x W 8.8 cm

394: A CHINESE BRONZE TAOTIE MASK TRIPOT STEAMING VESSEL,

USD 2,300 - 2,800

The censer is of semi-circular section with two upright strap handles standing on three cylindrical feet, the face is decorated with
taotie masks seperated by flanges.Provenance : Private collection from Mr.TakeuchiWeight:1496g Length:15.1 Width:14.9
Height:18.5

395: A CHINESE ARCHIASTIC BRONZE DRAGON-SHAPED WINE VESSEL,

USD 1,300 - 1,800

The vessel is raised on an oval pedestal foot and has a C-form handle issuing from a bovine mask at one end. The cover is cast on
top with the body of carved archiastic motis that terminates in the large head of a bottle-horn dragon at one end.Length:9.7cm,
Width:2.6cm,

396: A CHINESE CLOISONNE ENAMEL BRONZE BATS CHIME

USD 7,000 - 8,000

The chime is finely enamelled, enclosed within raised gilt-bronze borders in the form of stylised ruyi heads at the apex and
extremities. The Emblems are centred upon the vase and cover which is flanked on either side by lotus bloom and parasol above
and below. Four bats are decorated on the chime standing for good fortune.Provenance : Private collection from
Mr.TakeuchiWeight:3267g Length:36.1cm, Width:22.5cm, Height:1.5cm,

397: A CHINESE ARCHIASTIC BRONZE DRAGON-SHAPED WINE VESSEL,

USD 3,500 - 4,000

The vessel is raised on an oval pedestal foot and has a C-form handle issuing from a bovine mask at one end. The cover is cast on
top with the body of carved archiastic motis that terminates in the large head of a bottle-horn dragon at one end.Weight:4025g
Length:28 Width:15.5 Height:29

398: A PAIR OF CHINESE BRONZE VASES

USD 22,000 - 25,000

The vases have compressed body, flared feet and necks. The body decorated with archiastic motifs with two handles with loose
rings.Provenance : Private collection from Mr.TakeuchiWeight:15000g Height:62.5cm, Width:44.5cm,

399: A CHINESE YELLOW-GLAZED PORCELAIN BOWL MARKED CHENG HUA

USD 2,300 - 2,800

The bowl has deep sides that flare towards the rim and in a yellow glaze, with a ring foot.Diam.17.7cm, Height:8cm,
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400: A CHINESE WUCAI PORCELAIN CRANE AND LINGZHI DISH MARKED

USD 1,000 - 1,500

The dish is of shallow form with rounded sides, the interior painted with flowering foliage and the center with shou, meaning
longevity.Diam.21.5cm, Height:3.5cm,

401: A CHINESE LIME YELLOW-GLAZED PORCELAIN BOWL MARKED QIAN

USD 2,300 - 2,800

The bowl has deep sides that flare towards the rim and in a lime yellow glaze, with a ring foot.Diam.16.5cm, Height:8.3cm,

402: A PAIR OF CHINESE FAMILLE ROSE PORCELAIN POENY BOWS

USD 2,300 - 2,800

The bowl has deep sides that flare towards the rim and painted with flowers and butterflies.Provenance : Private collection from
Mr.TakeuchiDiam.14.5cm, Height:7.1cm,

403: A CHINESE DOUCAI PORCELAIN LINGZHI AND FLOWER BOWL

USD 2,300 - 2,800

The bowl has deep sides that flare towards the rim and painted with flowers and lingzhi.Diam.15.3cm, Height:6.8cm,

404: A CHINESE FAMILLE ROSE PORCELAIN POENY AND PEACH DISH

USD 1,000 - 1,500

The dish finely potted of shallow rounded form, rising gently from the short neatly cut footring to the lobed rim, the interior painted
with peaches and poeniesDiam.22cm, Height:4.2cm,

404A: A PAIR OF FAMILLE ROSE 'LANDSCAPE' MEDALLION BOWLS

USD 2,000 - 3,000

Each bowl is finely enamelled with two center medallions depicting afar landscape, all against a dense pink-toned millefleurs
background. H 8.5 x 19 cm

405: A CHINESE BLUE-GLAZED VASE MARKED GUANG XU

USD 1,300 - 1,800

The vase is superbly potted with a globular body rising to a flared neck supported on a countersunk base, delicately painted in a blue
glaze.Diam.23.3cm, Height:39.8cm,

406: A CHINESE GE-TYPE PORCELAIN VASE

USD 1,000 - 1,500

The elegantly potted vase of high-shouldered form with a single raised rib at the base of the slender, slightly waisted neck, it is
covered in a thick greyish-cream glaze suffused with a network of 'iron' crackle interspersed with light brown crackles.Diam.8.9cm,
Height:15cm,
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407: A CHINESE BLUE AND WHITE PORCELAIN INTERLOCK BRANCHES

USD 1,300 - 1,800

The well-potted, high-shouldered body fluidly painted with stylised floral sprays, with combined and incised details, the shoulder and
the rim painted with petal lappets.Diam.18.8cm, Height:28.9cm,

408: A CHINESE CELADON-GLAZED PORCELAIN VASE MARKED QIAN

USD 2,300 - 2,800

The vase is superbly potted with a globular body rising to a flared neck supported on a countersunk base.Diam.13.3cm,
Height:27.3cm,

409: A CHINESE FAMILLE ROSE PORCELAIN VASE, MEIPING MARKED

USD 1,500 - 2,000

The well-potted, high-shouldered body fluidly painted with a continuous scene of three men beside a rock.Provenance : Private
collection from Mr.TakeuchiDiam.18.8cm, Height:32.2cm,

410: A CHINESE LIME-GROUND BLUE AND WHITE PORCELIAN

USD 2,500 - 3,000

Painted to each side in cobalt blue tones with peaches, all within a key-fret border, the flat sides with a wide band of leafy scroll
issuing lotus blossoms, the neck and foot with chrysanthemums.Length:49.1cm, Width:37.4cm, Height:20.2cm,

411: A CHINESE PORCELAIN VASE, MEIPING MARKED QIAN LONG

USD 1,500 - 2,000

The well-potted, high-shouldered body fluidly painted with a dragon amidst auspicious clouds.Diam.22cm, Height:31.8cm,

412: A CHINESE CELADON-GLAZED PORCELAIN VASE

USD 1,000 - 1,500

The vase is robustly potted with a mallet-shaped body, with sides tapering slightly towards the foot from the canted shoulder. The tall
neck is flanked by a pair of dragon handles below the widely flared mouth with upturned rim.Diam.9cm, Height:17.6cm,

413: A CHINESE YELLOW-GROUND BLUE AND WHITE PORCELIAN DRAGON

USD 2,000 - 2,500

With a globular body, two animal head handles are on either side with loose rings. It has a flared rim and a flare foot. It is decorated
with dragons and interlock branches.Length:18.3cm, Width:14.6cm, Height:29.5cm,

414: A CHINESE COPPER-RED-GLAZED PORCELIAN INTERLOCK

USD 1,800 - 2,250

The well-potted, high-shouldered body fluidly painted with stylised floral sprays, with combined and incised details, the shoulder and
the rim painted with petal lappets.Diam.25.6cm, Height:43.4cm,
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415: A CHINESE FAMILLE ROSE POCELAIN PEACOCK VASE MARKED

USD 2,000 - 2,500

The faceted vase is stoutly potted with tall tapering sides, and is decorated on sides with a peacock resting on a branch.Provenance
: Private collection from Mr.TakeuchiLength:19.6cm, Width:20cm, Height:45.1cm,

416: A CHINESE BLUE-GLAZED PORCELAIN VASE MARKED QIAN LONG

USD 2,300 - 2,800

The elegantly potted vase of high-shouldered form with a single raised rib at the base of the slender, slightly waisted neck, decorated
in blue glaze.Diam.13.6cm, Height:26.5cm,

417: A CHINESE WUCAI PORCELAIN QI LIN VASE

USD 2,300 - 2,800

The vase has a globular body with a broad shoulder and flared rim. It is painted with three Qi Lin on the body.Diam.12.8cm,
Height:20.1cm,

418: A CHINESE GE-TYPE PORCELAIN VASE

USD 2,300 - 2,800

The body of the vase has octagonal sides and is covered in a thick greyish-cream glaze suffused with a network of 'iron' crackle
interspersed with light brown crackles.Diam.7.9cm, Height:17.4cm,

419: A CHINESE PORCELIAN VASE MARKD QIAN LONG

USD 2,300 - 2,800

The vase has a globular body with a broad shoulder, a slender neck and flared rim. It is with a ring foot.Diam.13.5cm, Height:19.1cm,

420: A CHINESE RED-GLAZED PORCELIAN VASE MARKED KANG XI

USD 2,300 - 2,800

The elegantly potted vase of high-shouldered form with a single raised rib at the base of the slender, slightly waisted neck, the sides
decorated in red glaze.Provenance : Private collection from Mr.TakeuchiDiam.11.2cm, Height:19.5cm,

421: A CHINESE CELADON-GLAZED PORCELAIN VASE MARKED QIAN

USD 2,300 - 2,800

The vase is robustly potted with a mallet-shaped body, with sides tapering slightly towards the foot from the canted shoulder. The tall
neck is flanked by a pair of phoenix handles. The vase is covered overall with an even glaze of soft sea-green tone, leaving the foot
ring unglazed.Height:16.6cm, Diam.12.1cm,

422: A CHINESE BLUE AND WHITE PORCELAIN DRAGON AND SEA JAR

USD 2,300 - 2,800

The jar is densely decorated with dragons amidst lotus flowers. The jar is superbly potted with rounded shoulders supporting a
waisted neck and tapering down to a broad base.Diam.15.6cm, Height:16.3cm,
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423: A CHINESE BLUE AND WHITE PORCELAIN DRAGON AND SEA

USD 2,300 - 2,800

The two sides are decorated with a central stylised flowerhead with radiating stylised branches supporting ruyi heads. The bulbous
metal-mounted neck is decorated with dragons amidst sea waves.Provenance : Private collection from Mr.TakeuchiLength:25.4cm,
Width:15.8cm, Height:32.4cm,

423A: A LARGE CHINESE EMBROIDERY

USD 1,500 - 2,000

Chinese Embroidery, densely embroidered with scrolling peonies and a large peony head encircled in the center crowning with a
band of ruyi patterns. Height 135 cm Width 74 cm

424: A CHINESE THANGKA PAINTING OF CROWNED SAKYAMUNI STATUE

USD 3,500 - 4,000

The figure is seated in dhyanasana. He is depicted wearing a robe that exposes his chest and is decorated with floral hems. His face
is modelled with a serene expression which is framed by long pendulous ears.He is seated in a lotus shaped shrine with a tiara
on.Length:80cm, Width:60cm,

425: A CHINESE THANGKA PAINTING OF PADMAPANI STATUE

USD 4,500 - 5,000

Sitting on a lotus stalk and with the right hand lowered in the gesture of compassion, wearing a long flowing dhoti secured with a
billowing sash, a beaded 'magic thread' and foliate tiara, the face slightly tilted in a benign expression.Length:64cm, Width:45cm,

426: A QING CHINESE EMBROIDERED DRAGON ROBE

USD 9,500 - 15,000

It is decorated with dragons chasing the flaming pearl amongst scattered auspicious objects, all on a trellis ground above dragons in
lishui waves.Width:190cm, Length:130cm,

427: A CHINESE THANGKA SILK OF SAKYAMUNI STATUE

USD 40,000 - 45,000

Sitting on a lotus stalk and with the right hand lowered in the gesture of compassion, wearing a long flowing dhoti secured with a
billowing sash, a beaded 'magic thread' and foliate tiara, the face slightly tilted in a benign expression.Width:105cm, Length:160cm,

428: A CHINESE SCROLL PAINTING BY ZHANG DA QIAN

USD 1,000 - 1,500

The painting depicts mountains and forests by ZHANG DA QIAN.Provenance : Private collection from Mr.TakeuchiLength:93cm,
Width:47cm,
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428A: PU RU, ATTRIBUTED TO, BAMBOO

USD 1,500 - 2,000

Ink and color on paper, mounted. 96x43cm

428B: SUN YUNSHENG, ATTRIBUTED TO, LANSCAPE

USD 800 - 1,000

Ink on paper, mounted. 44x76cm

428C: KANG YOUWEI, ATTRIBUTED TO, CALLIGRAPHY

USD 800 - 1,000

Ink on paper, mounted. 151x45cm

430: A CHINESE SCROLL PAINTING BY WANG XUE TAO

USD 1,000 - 1,500

The painting depicts poenies by WANG XUE TAO.Length:68cm, Width:43cm,

431: A CHINESE SCROLL PAINTING BY SONG MEI LING

USD 1,300 - 1,800

The painting depicts bamboos by SONG MEI LING.Length:129cm, Width:48cm,

432: A CHINESE SCROLL PAINTING BY YAN BO LONG

USD 1,300 - 1,800

The painting depicts birds perching on a rock and flowers by YAN BO LONG.Provenance : Private collection from
Mr.TakeuchiLength:80cm, Width:50cm,

433: A CHINESE SCROLL PAINTING BY XIA GUI
The painting depicts mountains and rivers by XIA GUI.Length:201cm, Width:29cm,

USD 1,000 - 1,500

